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 We want to help for those who have problems with unlocking the device. The Official Oppo K3 PCGM00 Stock ROM can be
used on your phone without rooting or installing any applications. The Oppo PCGM00 Stock ROM is a factory unlocked one, so
you can use it in any region as long as you have a compatible GSM provider. The ROM is free to download, and you don’t need
to register with us. The Download link is given below. If you like our website, then share with your friends on social media and
follow us on Facebook, Twitter, Google+, YouTube and on mobile apps. Also, if you need any help, then contact us at [email

protected]. The Oppo PCGM00 stock ROM is compatible with all the phone types i.e. 4G, 3G and 2G. You can install the same
on any model or any device. No need to unlock the device. The firmware is fully compatible with the latest phones which have

stock firmware. We will update the firmware. You can just flash the update with our files. Our files are working with all devices
in all regions. You can download the firmware file from Google Drive. Download Official Oppo K3 PCGM00 Stock ROM

(original firmware) This is the most stable firmware for Oppo K3 PCGM00 Stock ROM. It has many application updates with
security patch. Our files are tested and working fine. We provide official firmware file for Oppo K3 PCGM00 Stock ROM.

You don’t need any special software for flashing this firmware. You can follow the easy steps given below. You will be able to
install the same on your Oppo K3 PCGM00 Stock ROM without any problems. It is also known as PCGM00_K3.12.36.

Download Oppo K3 PCGM00 Stock ROM Steps to Download the Firmware File: First, you need to download the firmware file
from the google drive. After the download is completed, extract the zip file and the file will be available on the desktop. Just
click on the “download Firmware.zip” button. The firmware file is compatible with your phone. So, it will be available for all

the models. It will save the firmware on the same folder. In case of any problem, just contact us. Download 520fdb1ae7
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